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About This Game

Three marks remain.

Embark on a blood soaked quest of vengeance as either Yuki, a machine-armed, mentally unraveling prisoner, or The
Dishwasher, a relentless, reanimated samurai, against the corrupted leaders of society: the Banker, the General, and the Judge.

The followup to 2009's Dead Samurai, The Dishwasher: Vampire Smile is a combo-fueled, fast-paced, stylistic 2D action
platformer that features the series' staple gritty, graphic novel-inspired art style, built on a new engine that allows for an even

more visually gruesome experience.

Originally released in 2011 on Xbox360.
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Title: The Dishwasher: Vampire Smile
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Ska Studios
Publisher:
Ska Studios
Release Date: 12 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0+ support (2.1 with ARB extensions acceptable)

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: SDL_GameController devices fully supported

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Japanese
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Lost interest after about 5 minutes. I kept playing thinking it would get better. It doesnt. Think I paid ten cents for the game.
wish i still had my ten cents.. This is a great game and have recommend to some of my buddies that also like MMOs. I finally
stopped playing WoW after playing hardcore since Cata. Still learning this game but so far very impressive not only the detail of
this game but the mechanics are very enjoyable. To the devs Great Job and am learning now what I have been missing for years..
If this was a full game and had more than 8 minutes of content, I would pay $59.99. Sadly though, it was sweet but too short.
Way too short. I am a huge Ghostbusters fan and couldnt wait to support this, but as it stands I felt truly betrayed. I recommend
this game only because Id like to see Ghostbusters succeed in the VR arena. Be warned, its literally 8 minutes max.. Really nice
RPG, the beginning is a bit long but when you get your 4 party members this game become really interesting and very funny
(many scene makes me laught a lot :3 ).
Good Luck to CherryCo.Studio and keep doing interesting games like that. I have never been a fan of casual puzzles --I was
okay with them, and I might play one from time to time, but always as a timesink.

Tidalis, however, is something else. It might not make you love the genre if you hated it in the first place, but it's pretty good at
its thing. The mechanics are original and fresh, the objectives go beyond the typical "clear the level" or "score xxx points" and
the game is chock-full with content. It provides a VERY powerful editor that lets you design your own levels --and it's pretty
much required to clear some achievements.

And I liked the story! Some people thought it terrible but I think it's quite funny and daft in a good way. It even goes meta!

(I nominated this game to the "No Apologies" category of The 2017 Steam Awards)
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Yawn, not sure if it was worth the 64 cents I paid for it. Their first game Confess My Love, available for free, was simply way
more interesting. I would have happily paid for that.. If you like playing with your hand then this is the perfect game for you!.
Great developer support for this player has youtube search and a great theater mode.

streaming youtube 360 videos.
If you watch alot of videos this is the player for you.. I wanted to like this game. When it came out it looked like it could be a
potential competitor in line with BF2142 in concept. It turned out to be a pile of garbage.. 100 % thats what we need a game full
of tricks and good strategy and very addictive .... keep it up (y). Blue Revolver is a bullet hell with solid core mechanics and lots
of variety. Its slick, fast, and fun to play. Its easy for players new to the genre to get a grasp on the game, while difficult enough
so that adept players can also enjoy the game's 5 stages. Blue Revelover is simplifed to be sure; however, Blue Revolver still
succeeds in providing excellent gameplay and thrilling moments. The art style and OST also help give personality to the game.

The game's one weakness would be it's sometimes confusing visual cues. Points earned from killing enemies sometimes blocks
the screen, hiding bullets. Additionally, besides a short and ineffective tutorial, the game simply leaves newcomers into the
genre clueless as to what bars and numbers represent.

But who cares?!? These are minor information problems that are solved within the first few games anyway. Blue Revolver is
still an amazing and addictive game that focused on delivering excellent gameplay though the renfinement of core mechanics. It
steps back from the complexities of many bullet hell games, and returns to a simpler times, while retaining the difficultly and
excitement of much more complex bullet hells. Its easily of the best shmups on steam. In short:

Buy Blue Revolver. Now.. really weird crowd (like 10-20 people playing) -- typical noob-shamers, no wonder nobody plays..
Not much city management, it's just kick off the campaign and steamroll the persians. Taking one city after another.

also the historical battles are fun. I give it a 7/10. This is unfortunately the worst of the cells games. The game has a lot of math
to sometimes just lead to 50/50s. Probably just my personal preference. If you don't like doing a lot of math and testing
possibilities, pass on this one.. Pros and Cons

Pros:
- Nice Story
- Cool Puzzle
- Immersion
- Free
- You get to kill a dude

Cons:
- A 10 minute game
- Pistol physics are awful
- Puzzle was farely easy

I would pick this up if you havent already, tho the game is short it is worth the experience. I liked this game more than i hated it
because you felt like you were actually an agent whose mission was to investigate Ben Miller.

6/10 - Would reccomend
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